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of the spring in Italy. M. Jules Lefebvre has also been out of 
Paris, having beeni detained in the country by the severe illness of 
his daughter. His superb ' Diana' goes to Lonclon, having been 
purchased by a wealthy English Art-collector. M. Castiglione is 
at work on two life-sized and full-length portraits, which will pro 
bably figure at the Salot of next spring. There is very little doing 
among our American painters, most of them being out of town. 

Mr. William Lippincott recently completed a fine portrait of the 
young son of Mr. Robert R. Hitt, our first Secretary of Lega 

tion. The charming little fellow (he is just three years old) makes 
a lovely picture, and the likeness is very striking. 

As an evidence of how the works of an artist occasionally rise 
in value after his death, I will cite the price paid for a sketch by 
Jean Baptiste Millet, which was sold at the Musard sale for eigh 
teen hundred dollars. It was purchased of a dealer some years 
ago for the sum of sixty dollars, and was considered to be well 
sold at that. 

LucY H. HOOPER. 

AN UNFINISHED DISCUSSION ON FINISH. 

_s r CHANCE of testing a few ideas by appropriate 
; 1 artistic methods, and one which appears much 

too promising to be lost," remarked a querist 
on Art, "1 presents itself in this talk about our 
friend's picture, criticised so variously. And 

. may I ask, to begin with, to be instructed by 
this esteemed company of artists as to the true 

meaning of finish and its value in Art? For, beyond being in 
reality the moot point in the present case, it is what one hears 

most and knows least of in all the category of Art-subjects talked 
of in these days. The fact of artists being always so far from 
having one faith as to the relative importance of finish would of 
itself confuse the mind sufficiently, without noting back of that the 
conflicting multitude of ideas about its right significance which are 
continually disclosing themselves in any talk on Art. It seems 
not now a very insignificant number, nor I believe an altogether 
unworthy kind of artists, who profess to regard finish as something 
quite non-essential in Art, if not in the highest artistic appreciation 
an absolute injury. Occasionally they give us works of a beautiful 
order, such as men with theories most widely opposed to theirs 
consent very heartily to admire; with which come undeniably 
great things as well as great ideas from the artists whose belief as 
you remember was to some extent signified on the occasion of 
Burne-Jones's declaring, under grave judicial responsibility, that 
'complete finish is the necessary quality of a picture.' " 

"1 Certainly," answered Pamphilus, with all his accustomed fresh 
ness, although looking a trifle older since Fortune has lately brought 
him so considerable an increase of fame and gold; "and nine 
tenths of the nmen who don't finish neglect to do so because they 
haven't the knowledge." 

"I If a young artist may lhasten to express an opinion, without 
the better courtesy of waiting for his elders," interposed Megaby 
zus, " I would say it is also true that nine-tenths of those who 
finish highly do so because they are mere workmen, and can nei 
ther feel nor express idleas. You may see one of the best illustra 
tions of the other case in Millet, who has too many ideas to waste 
himself as a workman." 

"But," added Theon-whose own pictures are highly noted for 
generalisation and suggestive effects-" the most common admira 
tion is for an eternal clap-trap of little things. Minds, instead of 
going out after meanings, go out after details. The majority of 
such pictures are without the quality of inspiring emotion, and you 
go all over them to find out what is in them. Where there is one 
with an exalted idea, there ar-e a thousand devoted to things such as 
women's dresses. It is a matter of fashion, and is not to be pre 
vented. Even a foreign picture of an imaginative character of the 
grander sort is clifficult of sale here. The trumpery trickeries are 
preferred-pictures which we may call natty-what is stronger and 
more hidden is not seen. Our people buy a picture which will sell 
againi, and not for what it suggests to the mind. A satire common 
in Paris a few years ago was that every American leaving that city 
departed with a Bouguereau under one arm and a Verboeckhoven 
under the other. But the imitators of Gerome produce the mean 
est style of Art, as G6rone himself does in his humdrum imitations 
of old pans and armour. ' The Duel after the Masquerade' was 

an inspiration, and he has never painted anything since to equal it 
in depth of meaning. The scenic and the imitative have had a fair 
show with us, and I believe have nowv. Artists of the imitative 

class have most to do; you will find that the greatest successes 
are in those lower phases of Art where the sense of imitation too 
largely predominates over the presentation of an idea. But nothing 
exists in Nature which is ever finished. We may look upon a 

man complete as a man, yet we all know and he knows he is not 
finished. When a work of Art is perfectly finished it is perfectly 
dead." 

Pamphilus listened as one from whom might be expected a ve 
hement rejoinder, but, although speaking with intense force at the 
conclusion of his remarks, began gently enough and answered: "1 It 
is not amiss, however, to remember that the finish of good work 

manship is to be found generally among the old masters, who were 
not all without ideas, and whose pictures, painted for centuries, 
seem to have some vitality in them. Leonardo dca Vinci's picture 
of 'The Last Supper' is almost gone from the wall, yet you can 
hardly get away from it, and it lives." 

" With the utmost veneration for the finish of the old masters, 
wherever it exists," said Megabyzus, "it may be proper to notice 

that in some cases it is consicderably less than is imagined. For 
several years, in Venice, I studied Titian's works, and I observed 
that many of them are not so highly finished as many reprocluc 
tions represent them to be. This is the case particularly in certain 
instances of engraving where the pictures themselves are quite the 
reverse of being finished according to the ordinary understanding 
of that quality." 

Ask Page, my young friend, about Titian," replied Eplhorus, 
"and he would tell you you have never seen Titian's works-have 
looked at them, but have not seen them. One sees more than 
another, and Page can see more than I can in a work of Art. 
But without question we have in finish what is orthodox in the 
highest sense." 

" And rightly so," Timomachus added; "a finished picture is 
on a far higher plane than a sketch. It is quite as Meissonier 
exl)lained not long since to some one admiring a sketch in his 
studio: ' Oh ! that is nothing-a mere sketch,' said he. ' Why do 
you speak so (lisparagingly of it ?' asked the visitor. ' A sketch,' 
answered the artist, ' is only the work of an hour-a picture the 
study of a lifetime. I could teach any ordinary studenit to make a 
sketch in six months-only an artist can paint a picture.' " 

"1 Like Fromentin," some one in the group said, "who has bid 
den students to remember that ' the most beautiful studies in the 
wrorld are not worth one good picture.'" 

"1 A crude suggestion is certainly of little value compared with 
finished Art-the best a man can do," observed Cleanthes, in 

whose pictures his best is never lost by want of finish. 
"1 But young men think they can begin where old men leave off," 

commented the long-honoured Apolloclorus. 
"The best a man can do is not that which he elaborates most," 

Megabyzus rejoined. "1 Corot's work is the best he could do-far 
better than any finished painter ever did. It is best because it 
renders the best-the IDEA. The other is work like that of statis 
ticians-facts and details which render the body of a thing, but do 
not touch the soul. Corot finished only when he was not deve 
loped, and before he had learned that the idea unmutilated is a 
higher thing than a more mechanically neat expression of a less 
forcible idea-the idea being necessarily wveakened in being wvorked 
over and over. This was illustrated by the great exhibition of his 
works after his death, of all his periods and styles. The same was 
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true of Troyon: for years he painted every hair, and onlv after 
freeing himself from this serviie style became known and admired." 

"1 Corot is to be esteemed great not for representing Nature, but 
for his art," said Micon. " I do not see Nature in his works, but 
they are wonderful in Art quality." 

" And that quality," added Timanthes, "1 advances in proportion 
to the decadence of his earlier method of elaboration, as our young 
friend who is so enthusiastically his admirer has observed. His 
early pictures, crowded with detail, were not interesting beyond 
another man's. In his second stage there was less of this, but his 
later works, painted after his living, in Rome, are his best." 

"A picture may be as much finished without the painting of a 
leaf at all as one in which all the markings of the leaf are defined," 
remarked Ecphantes, who had entered during the colloqtuy but had 
not before spoken. 

" But is not finished," answered Timomachus, " by throwing 
paint in masses on canvas in imitation of another's style without a 
sign of his knowlecdge. And as was very truly remarked by an 
intelligent lady visiting the Spenicer collection, 

I 
It is the absence 

of paint which makes a good picture.' " 
"Assuredly it is," said Eupompus, who is distinguished by the 

deep scientific basis which he gives to his painting. "You don't 
feel daubs of paint in your eyes when you look at Nature." 

" Good artists," interrupted the querist, seeing that in this dis 
cursive method nothing was being gained towards his object of 
hearing definlite opinions on a single point, " will you let an igno 
rant per-son repeat his question, askinig you what finish is ? Can it 
be defined ? And are there any princil)les in Art by which to de 
termine, apart fiom individual appreciation, whether a picture is 
sufficiently finished, unfinished, or over-finished ? " 

Theon, who was vell l;nown to have decided convictions on that 
matter, seemed to be expected by the others to answer, and said: 
" True finiish is completeness. When a work of Art is complete 
in all its relations, in its values throughout, then it is finished. 

Lacking in these things, however elaborate it may be, it is not 
complete. The elaborate pictures of G6rome lose the powver of 
vivid impression from excessive detail. When we look at a num 
ber of men, under any great state of excitemenit particularly, so 
that the mind is interested in what they are about, we don't stop 
to look at their finger-nails or whiskers, or any detail of their per 
sonalities. If we stopped to examine such details we should never 
know what was going on; yet we get a general impression of their 
form and character. The idea generally had of finish with those 
not educated in Art is detail-which is not finish, and is frequently 
entirely irrelative to what should be the great intent of the artist's 
mind. The more we can generalise great masses of detail, and 
suggest them by a perfect artistic order, the greater, according to 
nmy idea, is the picture as a work of Art." 

" At least," objected Melanthius, " excitement is never produced 
by any slurring of parts, or leaving parts unfinished, but by lines 
cutting each other in every direction, making a noise, as it were 
dc/a/ant. The effect of excitement is thus produced in Titian's 
picture of 'The Ascension,' in which the drawing is perfect. 
Draw the lines alone, and you are astonished at the way in which 
they are arranged, the utmost intense feeling being expressed in 
this arrangement simply. Take, then, 'The Entombment,' and 
here is death, the solemnest death, but the details are no more 
perfect, while colour and all in the latter picture present a minor 
key of harmony." 

44 In my opinion," said Telephanies, "a very necessary discrimi 
nation, whlich no one so far has mentioned, is to be made, and it 
depends on the nature of the action whether minute representation 
of detail would weaken its effect. In Meissonier's picture of 
' Chess-Players ' it is proper to finish as he has done, and to repre 
sent the chess-men and all the accessories. But in his ' Charge of 
the Cuirassiers' the representation of the little eagles on the but 
tons, and small trappings of cartridge-boxes and the like, is false. 

The men are stopped in mid-air for an examination of their but 
tons, and the action is lost. We judlge an artist by what he under 
takes to do, and the title of ' The Charge of the Cuirassiers ' indi 
cates that vigorous action is to be expressed." 

"4Without any doubt," assented Micon, " much should depend 
on the subject to determine the amount of detail necessary, Take 
Ger6me's ' Gladiator s,' for example: the classic-historic demands 
more adhlerence to ideas of detail than any other. It is not enough 

that a gladiator should have on his head what will be recognised 
as a helmet, but it must be of the precise period signified; not 
only that, the material must be unmistakable. So of the antique 
sword, wvhich must correspond to the definite literary knowledge 
the world possesses of such an object." 

"And it is a mistake," said Melanthius, "to suppose that ex 
cessive detail in G6rome's pictures diminishes their expression. 
There is never a detail in his works but is subordinate to the 
whole impression to be conveyed." 

"1 Resuming the idea of classification," Micon continued, " there 
are many pastoral and gentre subjects, on the other hand, in which 
finish does not add to them at all. Here, as soon as the main 
characteristics are caught hold of, all is accomplislhed that is de 
sirable. So we may say that finish-which, as a term in Art, is 
only to be understood as relative-varies in every wvork, and even 
in those by the same individual. If you take exainples by clifferent 

men, they illustrate the relative amount of finish called for in each 
case. In Salvator Rosa's wvoodland and mountain scenes, the 
degree of finish made use of by such men as Hobbema and Gerard 
Douw would be utterly destructive of the wvhole impression and 
effect he intended to convey in his pictures. Objects are fie 
quently omitte(d by artists solely for fear of the destruction of some 
thing of the ideal, and where they could add nothing to the story 
told in the picture. All detail which adds nothing to the meaning 

must of necessity be superfluous, for which reason men seldom 
attempt to render all their knowledge of any given place or object 
of Nature. Work, again, is frequently left incomplete to suclh an 
extent as the painter's ideas are vague or indefinite, and, as already 
saicd, through caution against the making, of a greater sacrifice." 

"It can be said wvith reason," added Mlelanthius, "that there is 

absolutely no such thing in a picture as finish, and that the right 
completion of a picture depen(ds, as you have illustrated, onl the aim 
of the artist. That may be a mnere little effect, an(d his picture is fini 
ished when he gets that effect. Another with a different and more 
comprehensive aim seeks to embody many ideas of form, light, and 
colour, with various subtleties. Finish has nothing to do with 
smnoothness of surface. Having a purpose in minid, the accomplish 

ment of the purpose gives the finish. Titian probably never thought 
of the surface while embodying all the ideas of beauty of form, 
lines, colour, light, and shade, as no other ever did. Take the 
picture of ' St. Peter and the Virgin,' for instance, which combines 
great beauty of lines, a fair balance of all the parts, a concentra 

tion of light just where it is needed for the highest effect, and won 
derful beauty of colour. If any roughness of surface had interfered 
with these objects, it would quickly have been disposed of. But 
no other thought than this would have been giveen to the subject. 
The question arises Nvhether any consideration should be given to 
surface. There certainly should be. In a picture designed to be 
seen at a distance, as for instance in church decoration, a greater 

coarseness would be necessary than for a cabinet, where an equal 
roughness vould be but affectation. In either case the smooth 
ness or the roughness of the surface would not add to or detract 

from the merit of the picture, unless interfering with the expression 
of its other qualities." 

"1 And to my mind, in portraiture the finish is the character of 

the man," said Agatharcus, a young painter of unquestioned talent, 
and a warm admirer of Velasquez. "1 Painters sometimes resort 

to high finish to takle the place of the character they cannot ex 

press. In pictures by Franz Hals, pictures made with big brushes 
and not finished according to the idea of some, one feels the im 
pression of a man in the room. But a disadvantage frequently to 

the young artist is that sitters want the thing done nicely. It is 

different in the case of a model, for then the artist paints accord 

ing to his idea." 
To this Theon added: "1 The tendency of our people is to de 

mand in landscape a detail of facts which is incompatible with 

artistic unity, and the possibility of renderinlg the grander effects 
of Nature. And there is very little appreciation of a subjugation 

of details to a greater truth of Nature, which is a greater truth of 
Art. It is the same in figures; but the larger expression is gone 
xlvhen imitation is sufficiently perfect to appeal to vulgar taste. 
Such a method of painting results froml our thinking we see what 
we dlo not see. We reflect very little on a cause of emotion. 
Seeing an object in the distance, one sees the dletails only from 
memory; he thinks he sees them all, but he does not. If one 
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paints in this way he paints from his head and not from his heart. 
But the true use of a work of Art is to excite feeling and emotion, 
and then thought, and not to gratify curiosity. Art in the past 
few years has largely followed the scientific tendency of the age; 
but the moment you analyse too far it is all nonsense, as with 
those scientists who find at the end of a certain line of reasoning 
that there is no motion, that everything stands still. Getting too 
far awvay from emotion into intellectuality is a degradation to Art. 
It is the inner inspired mind from which proceeds the more deter 

minative mind of speculation. The mind's own evolvement'is 
what gives birth to the idea of evolution." 

" An impression of Nature," replied Eupompus, "is not enough 

to constitute Art. If we wish to project shadows, it must be in 
accordance with geometrical laws, and it is nonsense to talk of a 
man's having too much science; we might as well say he has too 
much eyesight as he walks along the street." 

"A nman may have too much of anything," quickly rejoined Theon. 
"Or is the case," asked the querist, "1 unfortunately not as likely 

to be that of too scanty endowment in all qualities except the over 
balancing one ?-if a simple partaker in your feast of reason may 
permit himself to introduce that trifle of difference in statemenit." 

"No, no, he may have too much of anything," Theon replied; 
"and he will work first in this clirection and then in that, now too 
nuch one way and now too much another, and only the Divinie 

Power can set him right," he added with intensity, and writhing 
in his momentary seat on the arm of a chair. 

"1 And it is enough for one's praise to succeed in any manner or 
in any particular," said Eupompus. " Taking only colour, leaving 
out all the rest, as line, chiaro-oscutro, &c., the artist is to cleal with 
three distinct phases, considering colour as local, transient, and 'in 
combinationi. No one ever succeeded to perfection in either of 
these phases; but if some success is altained in either, the artist 
should have credit, and, if in more than one, so much the more 
the matter altogether being infinite. We have to remember that 
a picture is made up of Art and Nature. This remark, by-the 
way, I made not long since to a critic, and he came back a few 

days later to say that according to my i(dea I must rank the artist 
higher than God." 

"A serious little (lifficulty in an active mind, all for want of not 
perceiving an undistributed middle term with no different thing 
implied," interposed the querist. "1 In sober truth, such men care 

more for the (listribution of censure than that of middle terms of 
their own-being too lightly indebted to Aristotle for any dictum 
de omnzi et nzilo, or other part of a logical system. But let not 
one who is no artist stir you up to any sudden floocl of mutiny." 

"4At least," quietly remarked Tiniomachus, moving about in 
medlireval cap of the Low Countries, and fawn-skin slippers, " some 
breadth of appreciation is necessary in order to feel that all kinds 
and (legrees of excellence, and all manners of painting, are to be 
admired when they have meaning. This recent slap-dashing style 
is a protest simply against prettiness, a reAction fronm that-the 
finish that was degraded into little nicety of style-and coming in 

much the same way as pre-Raphaelitism rose against the style of 
Sir Joshua Reynolds and his school-that is, as a kind of protest. 
A picture cannot live for a great length of timne unless it has good 
qualities in it, and the public is right in judgment-better than the 
artist as a critic. Artists all have a hobby, and anything differing 
from what they are strictly for, shocks them. A man comes back 
from Munich with work as rough as a hatchel, ancl another calls 

it rubbish; and one who likes this work calls the elaborate work 
of the other rubbish. They are very severe and narrow. One 
paints in realistic stvle-seeing things so; another has a dreamy 
and poetic manner-an(d both are of value." 

"Nature," said the young Agatharcus, "we all find to be in 
finite, and we cannot take everything, but must simplify things. 

We do the same in our lives, as we learn that we cannot pay at 

tention to trifles wlhich only wear upon us. The philosopher will 
drop everything else for the main iclea, eating a crust and letting 
rags accumulate about him. Artists may be compared to writers: 
one writes scientific articles which one in a thousand will be in 
terested in, and another is a story-teller. So one artist cares for 
the impression, another for finish. To say that one is no artist 
or the other none, is folly. If what the man is after is there, the 
work has value-but the discussion of values leads on to eternity. 
Strauss tells a story-the people enjoy it. -Beethol'en, with the 

grand symphony, is for the few. Titian and Durer are as opposite 
-one with the utmost of simplicity, the other elaborating; yet each 
working so successfully in his own manner, one worships both." 

"1 Only the few go to very striking extremes, as respects their 
own manner," remarked Cleanthes, to whom all listened, when.. 
ever he spoke, with great attention; "Millais in I850, when I 

was in Europe, was full-fledged as one of the pre-Raphaelites 
even ridiculous in the extent to which he carried detail; now he is 
one of the broadest of the English school. One of this artist's 
pictures of Mary and Christ in the carpenter's shop, which repre 
sented the child as having cut his finger with a tool, was very 
powerful in its figures. But the most perfect thing of all was the 
shavings-which was ridiculous in such a picture. The artist 

must have learned enough about shavings at that time to last him 
all his life. After that he could paint with a big brush when 
painting shavings." 

"1 In the manner of that most lucid picture by Rembrandt in the 
National Gallery," suggested Eupompus, "in which the hair', a 
mass of grey, is made by pushing a brush up the canvas." 

"1 Precisely," Cleanthes answered, "when full of knowledlge you 
can tell me in a single brush what is at your fingers' ends. But 
to be broad at the beginning is assuredly emptiness; when con 
summate in knowledge it will do to be broad. Velasquez may 
give us in a few strokes an impression stronger than Gerard Douw 
could produce by an elaboration costing weeks of effort. But I 
think one may say that that fruition is the happiest which began 

with close, hard study." 
"1 Detail is without doubt a good and perhaps necessary dis 

cipline for young artists," said A/tion. " It is proper to go fronm 
the minute to what is larger and more general. Some never do 
this nor ever can." 

To this a young artist, who now spoke for the first time, replied: 
"As truly could we say that some great artists never arrive at de' 
tail. Daubigny told me he never had reached foregrounds; that 
he thought he could best study mid(dle distances and backgrounds. 
I think I told you of his quiet way of snubbing me for attempt 
ing a difficult subject by saying that he would not have dared unl 
dertake it. That was one day when, at Auvers, I went sketching 
on the Oise in his boat; we stopped at a place where he had already 
begun a large study of a distant island, the river, and hills. In 
order to have a souvenir of the day, I sat so that I coukl make a 

study of the master at his work. For this purpose I placed myself 
so that I had to look towards the sun, which was hidden by trees 
and bushes, though they were not thick enough to prevent stray 
rays peeping through, making bright holes in the dense green. On 
looking at the sketch Monsieur Daubigny remarked: 'Pas mal, 

mais moi, je n'aurais pas ose cela; qa papillote trop.'" 
,Etion now resumed: "' The obliteration of details is for the sake 

of a higher object. We give up a lesser for a greater idea in doing 
this. Teniers and the other early Dutch painters who excelled in 
painting interiors-wvho were the painters of things-ranked lower 
than the masters who have expressed great icleas. It is the same 

with the poem. We do not rank a writer wlho merely describes 
scenes as high as one who represents sentiments. One who paints 
a quality of air is greater than one who imitates a tree. We care 

for Claude's pictures because he gave us sunshine; we never hear 
of their being fine because he put so many things, so many touches, 
in them. Elaborate detail is inconsistent with fine quality of co 
lour; but it is necessary to preserve some truth to the forms of 

Nature, and slovenliness is not to be adv'ocated. In Couture's 

talks I noticed something relative to this matter; you can reach 
the book on that table, and, if you read French, can readily select 
the point." 

"4Well," sai(d the querist, to wvhom a student sitting by had 

passed the book, " in the vivid light diffused everywhere by day, 
he distinguishes the innumerable details of Nature until the multi 
plicity of form and colour, fluttering before his view, becomes a 
fatigue to his sprit and to his sight. Towards evening the beau 
tiful masses of shadlow are apparent, the insipid details disappear, 
and he questions why he should not do the same for that which he 
copies. He thinks he should withhold the accidents comprehended 
in the principal divisions for greatness in his dlesign, and should 
thus proceed in relation to his contours. ' In place,' he says, ' of 
permitting myself to be governed by the little sinuosities of the 
form, I shoukld regard my model as a whole, andl I should continu 
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ally sacrifice those sinuosities for the affirmation of simple lines; 
the same, further, as to his colorations, from his having observed 
that ' detail is a loss to the mass.' Having taken great care to 
establish his colour in its locality, the detail, he consiclers, would 
come in order without injury, or, ' if it did not come, the colora 
tion would only be the rnore beautiful.' In the masses of light 
and shade he might addl detail without harm, but, if ignoring them, 
his execution would have more character. In summing up, he 
affirms that ' the beauty of contours, the beauty of masses, like 
the beauty of colorations, requires the continual sacrifice of cle 
tails for the triumph of what is greater; ' and that 'simplicity, 
recommended by a traditional fashion, constitutes what we call 
character, which results from what is simple, as beauty results 
from variety.'" 

"1 Real breadth is, without (loubt, the subordination of all detail 
to the central idea, but there may be absence of detail and no 
brea(dth at all," commented Timomachus. 

The querist here mentioned something which the President of 
the Academy had recently said to him, and repeated the remarks: 
"'Breadth is always preserved in Nature-no matter how much of 
cutting up and speckling-there is always breadth of liglht and 
shade.' I remember his having spoken of the immense deal of 
detail in the shadows of Rembrandt, whose work shows great 
breadth, and in addition considered the difference between essen 
tial and non-essential detail. The due subordination of essential 

minutia, without any ignoring in that direction, he thought very 
largely illustrated by Titian, Rembrandt, and Giorgione." 

"' Yet, Titian painted in broad masses," answered Timanthes. 
"When he painted some object minutely it was for the purpose 
of giving greater, broader quality to the masses." 

"1 The great thing on which breadth depen(ds is true gradation," 
said Eupompus. "1 And wherever Titian's works are to be seen 
they justify Haydon's criticism: ' But to Titian, and to him alone, 
you must turn for the perfection of execution; stopping at the 
exact point, and conveying the impression of the object so pre 
clominantly that the execution is lost in the effect.' A sense of 
excessive finish is always prevented by perfectness of gradation." 

"Nor is it niecessary for things to be wiped out altogether," 
added Timomachus. "' All may be expressed, but in due subordi 
nation to the central idea. Here is something by a writer in the 
Revte des .Deux Mondes, beautifully said: ' Our eyes are instinc 
tively artists. They choose in Nature, efface, put away from the 
point which attracts themn, so that all the rest is only an accom 
paniment, like a murmur.' But the murmur is there-only subor 
dinate to the principal idea. I It is this charm that we demand 
of the artist when we look at any picture whatever. It is, in a 
word, a work of Art that we expect, and not a chef-d'auvre of 
patience and industry.'" 

"' Artists generally prefer a style by which many modern paint 
ers attain good results with less labour than was common with 
Denner, Gerard Douw, and others who painted with great manipu 
lation," said iEtion. "' For it shows a superior faculty to be able 
to do a thing quickly and equally well where another does it slow 
ly. One man in representing hay will attempt to show the spears; 
some demand this, an(l woulI wish to put on their glasses and 
count the spears." 

"And there were artists a few years ago," Ecphantes answered, 
"who undertook to express every leaf in detail in foregrounds, 
forgetting that it is impossible to do this, and that the idea must 
be signified by a certain handling, which may be called a trick. 
But there is danger to young artists in copying the suggestive 
style. A great artist painting broadly wvill put every touch in the 
right place, so that you feel the perfect anatomy in all the parts; 

many imitators of this maniner go all wrong, painting in this way 
to hide their ignorance; but the style is valuable when by a master. 
If it is the only right style, the great masters of centuries past have 
been wrong. The Dutch school, Teniers, and the rest, are en 
Lirely different from the Italian, all being great, but having diffe 
rent conceptions." 

"4No schools of the present are wider apart in general thlan xvere 
those; but modern artists show us the greatest extremes in exe 
cution," remarked a committee-man from one of the clubs, xvho 
had come to see an artist in regard to the loan of a picture for a 
club exhibition. "4What to one is devoid of finish another regards 
as finished in the highest sense." 

IEtion, conceiving that time would not allow of prolonging the 
talk much further on that occasion, began to suggest its conclusion 
by this remark: "R Respecting finish in works of Art, I think there 
should be no question that anlything which gives the impression of 
completeness is finished. Some arrive at this in a broader Nvay 
than others, and show in masses what the latter would only ex 
press by immense labour and an infinitude of touches. In the one 

manner Velasquez is a great example; the other is well illustrated 
in Denner's works. 'rhe best finish is that of wlhich you have the 
least consciousness of work, of course. The best work of Art 
gives the best impression of completeness without a sense of labour 
in accomplishing it. I should say, finally, that that is the best fin 
ish which gives the best and fullest sense of form, colour, purpose, 
and objects, by the least apparent labour and the simplest means." 

"' The great difficulty in Art is loss and gain," continued Cle 
anthes, with grave warmth. "1 A sketch is a thought presented at 
once, in one. work, either from Nature or in the studio. There is 
no use in finishing unless there is to be gained clearness in state 

ment, which is strength. It (lepends on an artist's knowledge of 
Nature and capacity in Art whether he would make the statement 
more clear and strong by finish, or would lose by it. First is the 
spirited laying out of the idea; after that comes the consideration, 
deliberationi-cold blood. The lovers of suggestiveness are not 
satisfied with unfinished work-as, for instance, a person of my ac 
quaintance who got fifteen Corots, and became veiy tiredl of them. 
One suggestive picture in a dozen is enough. They are (lelicious 
in combination with Art of a higher range-severely stu(died and 

matured. There is great difference to be taken account of in this 
work between the man with the knowledge of the ar-tist and the 
amateur. The suggestive pictuLre of the disciplined artist has in 
it all the knowle(lge of a lifetime, and the slightest work of the 
really great man must always have value." 

"1 Besides the many instructive things heard in this talk about 
differences of demand for detail in different classes of subjects, 
and in different purposes of representation," said the querist, "has 
been much in addition that is equally of interest about the right 
subordination in any work of Art of the less to the greater idea, 
and that sacrifice for the sake of breadth which results in the ob 

literation of many details of objects, and frequent effacements of 
objects themselves. But it is remarked in connection that in Na 

ture breadth is never missed, whatever the amount of detail pre 
sented. An artist who puts two things in a picture, giving one its 

just predominance over the other, is a better artist, as we all ought 

to understand, whether we do or not, than one who should make 
the relation of these same two objects a false one, althouglh intro 

ducing a third. Yet, I would ask if it is possibly true that some 

what according to the measure of an artist's power is he- able to 

rencler things as they are, or as they are seen, in Nature wvithout 

exclusion, yet with such perfectness of relation that objects shall 

be simply therei and not obtruded to the loss of anything belong 
inig to his greater purpose ? In what is spoken of as the central 

idea, the artist interprets his chosen great quality in Nature, but 

hardly goes therein beyond the mystical or radiant beauty of what 

he has seen, although he extinguishes or pales all the rest in order 

to present that imitation with more vivid force. But in Nature we 

discover no omissions where we are to be impressed by some sub 

tle, pre(lominating quality, as of air or sunshine. We feel that 

impression equally amid a tender wilderness of thin)gs, stirred by 
the innumerable palpitating energies belonging to the manifold 
schemes of life-the earthi full flowered, the dip of wings above 

the tree-tops, infinite crowds of waving shadows, lights beyond 
lights, charm folded over charm. Where one thing or another 

must be dropped, we should be able to appreciate the wisdom of 

an artist in retaining what is most of value, and not being as a 

man walking forth from his burniing house with a smoothing-iron. 
and leaving all his plate ancl jewels behind him. But are we fre 

quently naming that strength which is human limitation after all ? 

A work of Art requires, as we have heard, the sacrifice of many 
objects. Canl one. artist evenly maintain more than another if en 
dowed wvith greater comprehensive powver and finer inspired sense 
of intricate harmonies of relation?" " 

'It is no0 doubt right," answered 'E:tion, " that an} artist is 
greater who can render details so that you can discover them on 
close inspection, on looking for them, or as you would in Nature. 
How far any artist can do that he must determine for himself."^ 
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